CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1. Conclusion

From result of hypothesis done by the researcher, it can be concluded as the following:

1. Demography bonus has negative and significant effect toward economic growth in Padang in 2008-2018.
2. Open unemployment young rate has negative and significant effect toward economic growth in Padang in 2008-2018.

5.2. Research Implication

Based on research result and conclusion, there are some useful implication found for government of Padang city in order to increase economic growth of Padang. Therefore, researcher made some implication as the following:

1. There are some requirements have to be fulfilled to make demography bonus can be used well by preparing it from planning phase to implementation at field. One of them is Economy Policy supporting employment flexibility and work market.
2. Demography bonus without equal education and the increase of enough human resources will be a big problem. Therefore, government has to solve it immediately in placing numerous adult citizenship as a potential power by implementing education program as the main pillar of development.
3. Education should not be used as exclusive item commodity so that all elements of community can enjoy it. Therefore, gold generation will be formed to face new demography challenge in 2020-2030.

5.3. Research Limitation
This research had some limitations which can be suggestion for next researcher in the future. The limitations of the research are these following below:

1. Researcher took data only from Padang City in 2008-2018
2. Researcher only analyzed effect of demography bonus and open unemployment rate in Padang which is assumed influencing economic growth.
3. Researcher only analyzed data by using regression analysis to answer research hypothesis.

5.4. Suggestion
This research has some suggestion, if this suggestion is used in next research will improve result of research as followings below:

1. The next research is expected to improve research model. Due to this research just analyze economic growth, demography bonus, and open unemployment rate, so it is suggested for next researcher to add other variable which can explain more about economic growth and citizenship.
2. Sampling can be widened into regency or city in West Sumatera so that the result of the research will be more accurate.